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Children start arriving for an exciting day in Pre-school.

All children are welcomed through good morning and hello songs, learning 
the days of the week, what the date/month is etc. 

Toast and milk is provided. The Pre-school children develop their fine motor skills 
by buttering their own toast. 

Children choose their own activities indoors or outdoors. Tactile, creative and 
messy activities are set up with child lead. 

We sing our tidy up song, join in with the actions and all children are involved in 
tidying up the room. 

Children are split up into age/stage related group activities to play games, 
become ‘School Ready,’ Jolly phonics and have lots of opportunities to make 
friendships with their peers. Pre-school use the large garden space, exploring the 
water wall, bikes, building and lots more activities. 

Our pre-school children practice pouring their own water and carrying lunch 
to their seat. 

The children who are only doing the morning session start going home. 

Children all sing good afternoon to each other. 

Children choose their own activities indoors or outdoors. Tactile, creative and 
messy activities are set up with child lead.

Children are offered a healthy snack and milk, which they will sometimes help 
to prepare.  

Range of different group time activities that fit in with children’s interests, 
parachute games, bug in a rug, story time, music time etc. Prepare for tea, hand 
washing and finding named place mats.  Pre-school use the large garden space, 
exploring the water wall, bikes, building and lots more activities.

Our pre-school children practice pouring their own water and carrying tea to their 
seat.

We say goodbye to our friends

This is a guide routine of things that may happen throughout a children’s nursery day. 
We follow the children’s lead spontaneously and have a flexible approach to children learning.  


